Clinton calls for $499 billion in taxes, spending cuts

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton asked Americans Wednesday night to reject one of the biggest tax increases in history and accept a $499 billion plan to curbs massive budget deficits and stimulate the economy. "If the deficit must do more," he said in a pointed overture to Congress. 

"If the plan can't please everybody," Clinton said in a 60-minute address to a joint session of Congress, "then we must do more. But if it is taken seriously, we will have a fair chance of overcoming its opponent's barrage." 

"I am confident that if we act now, we can begin to reassure the markets and the American people that we are serious about our fiscal goals," he said. "But I also know that we can not afford to please everybody," Clinton said Wednesday night to accept one of a series of spending cuts and tax increases that would add up to $500 billion over four years. 

"The plan is a mixture of $246 billion in tax increases -- almost $80 billion in spending cuts -- and $153 billion in spending cuts -- and $50 billion in spending cuts -- and $50 billion in spending cuts."

"American people have called for change," the president said, "and now it is up to those of us who represent them to act." He warned that lobbyists would try to block the program. 

"Clinton's prime-time speech was delivered in the House chamber, where majority Republicans gave a thumbs-up for the first Democrat to hold the White House in 12 years. 

"Republicans denounced Clinton's plan as a massive round of tax hikes. GOP lawmakers waved buttons that said "Tax and Spend. Again." And "It's Spending. Stupid." 

House GOP Leader Bob Michel James the American people would do well to remember. When you hear a Democrat call for taxes, do not ask for whom the tax rises -- it will rise for you.

"Tonight the president mentioned a number of new programs that inevitably will cost considerable sums of money," Michel said. "Laudable as they may be, how do we pay for them? The president's answer is: more taxes on everyone." 

"Clinton's Cabinet looked on as he spoke, as well as his wife," see TAXES / page 4 

BP to face Sorin in the final round of Iceberg Debates

By JOHN CONNORTON

The semi-finals of the Iceberg Debates were concluded last night and Breen-Phillips will face Sorin in the final round to be held first Tuesday in the LaFortune Student Center Ballroom.

The topic of debate last night was whether Notre Dame is losing its Catholic character. 

BP defeated Stanford in an unanimous decision. Arguing for the resolution, BP representative, freshmam Shella Mosley and sophomore Kyle Dubay, maintained that ND was abandoning its Catholic heritage funding research contrary to its Catholic mission.

Mosley cited research funded by the University that involved human fetal tissue as evidence of ND's having lost touch with its Catholic roots. In addition, the university sponsors genetic manipulation research, also at odds with official Catholic doctrine, said Dubay.

Soran周转ed a complex battle against BP by bringing up the question of whether Brooklyn would be able to overcome his opponent's persistent hammering on the issue of academics. Mosley and Dubay convincingly argued that when ND attempts to emulate the excellence of secular institutions, the university denies its Catholic heritage.

"We thought that if we were able to build a seven point lead on a variety of subjects, from academic, residential, social life, we would be able to diffuse BP's attack," said soran Rah, a Stanford sophomore. "Unfortunately, our judges didn't quite see things our way.

Soran narrowly defeated the.zoom by the score of 2-1 to advance to the final round. PuJerery Moore and freshman Charles Kranz of Zahn cited the importance of maintaining the University's Catholic identity and defining a Catholic character.

"Soran feels that if Notre Dame is not more successful in attracting Catholics, Notre Dame will cease to be a Catholic university," said Kranz. "These concerns are genuine and are evidence that Notre Dame is losing its Catholic character.

Soran made extensive use of dictionaries in their arguments, relying on statistics to give weight to their defense.

"I do think the economy is not strong enough yet, but, he added, "there is something in this program fored in encouraging.

Clairmeine is a supporter of Clinton and what he is trying to do. But he would have liked to see spending cuts in popular programs -- in particularly in pension and other "entitlement" programs -- for the new tax.

Higher taxes are never easy to sell, either to Congress or to taxpayers. And tax increases don't usually go along with economic stimulus and job creation.

The administration claims its $500 billion package breaks down roughly 50-50 in terms of spending cuts and tax increases -- off the original proposal by budget director Leon Panetta for $2 in cuts for every $1 in taxes.

Catholicism and communism


Britons alarmed by murder of abducted toddler

LONDON (AP) — Videotaped images of a toddler being abducted by two boys who have frighten- ed the nation across the country and provoked angry outbursts outside a police station where suspects in the kidnapping-murder were being questioned. Police were pursuing a new report that two boys were trying to lure children from their parents in the Liverpool area.

The report — and security camera pictures showing Jamie being led away by two at gunpoint — shocked Britons with the alarming possibility the murderer may be more than children themselves. 

Jamie's battered body was found Sunday on a rail line in Liverpool, two days after he wandered away from his mother in a milk shop. Police said the boy was dead before he was hit by a train and there was no evidence of sexual abuse.

A coroner's inquest opened Tuesday, and the cause of death was not known on Wednesday. 

The abduction and murder of children as young as two years old is rare in Britain, where overall crime rates have been rising sharply in recent years, remain lower than in the United States. 

Of 57 children under 5 years old have been murdered every year in Britain in the past decade. But in the last 10 years, there were 57 children killed by strangers, government statistics show.

"I can't believe it has only just occurred to me that people do exist who have never heard about that little boy," said Mandy Smith, mother of 2-year-old Jessica in Bishops Stortford, about 25 miles northeast of London. "I have not been able to stop cuddling Jess — it makes you realize how precious they are."

"The answer is a resounding — maybe. Many economists give Clinton high grades for a bold $500 billion deficit-cutting plan, but are skeptical he can produce the desired results even if he gets exactly what he wants from Congress — and that's a big if."

The frightened response of the stock and currency markets, beginning Tuesday and continuing Wednesday, was not a good omen, economists suggest.

"That's because the success of Clinton's plan depends so much on market and consumer confidence. Give Clinton credit for at least grasping squarely with the deficit problem. But the long-term risks for him are high. Even so, under the given economic and political assumptions, the deficit will remain at over $200 billion in 1993."

"I do think the economy is not as healthy as it could be and some short-term stimulus is warranted," said economist Lawrence Chimerine. "And clearly, the market does not see a fiscal reduction. And you can't do all of that unless there are some tax increases."

But, he added, "there is something in this program for encouraging."

Chimerine is a supporter of Clinton and what he is trying to do. But he would have liked to see spending cuts in popular programs — particularly in pension and other "entitlement" programs — for the new tax.

Higher taxes are never easy to sell, either to Congress or to taxpayers. And tax increases don't usually go along with economic stimulus and job creation.

The administration claims its $500 billion package breaks down roughly 50-50 in terms of spending cuts and tax increases — off the original proposal by budget director Leon Panetta for $2 in cuts for every $1 in taxes.
Grapple for a Snapple

Snapple. Snapple?
Insistent says: Hey! Just end the column right there. No need to go on. Snapple—the name obviously speaks for itself. And yet, I understand that there are few Snapple-illiterate out there (not that there is anything wrong with that). So I’ll continue.

Snapple. Just saying it makes you happy. But drinking it? Ahh. It’s hip. It’s now. It’s the flavor of the 90s. Snapple. It rolls off your tongue and slides down the throat like the fluid tones of Billy’s saxophone.

From the outside in, it’s the perfect beverage. Go ahead. I dare you. Grab one. How does it feel? Good? Solid? Dependable. Engraved. This bottle doesn’t just hold a drink, it holds your hand.

But it doesn’t just hold your hand, it pulls your hand. It beckons. It croons, “Be like Alice, drink me.”

So you do it. You twist the top. And... WAAAAAATT! You can’t do that! You don’t even know what’s in it. You didn’t even read the label. Remember, your body (and mine) is a temple. You’ve got to scrutinize what you just into it. And you know what? I think you’ll be pleasantly surprised.

You could be drinking Grapeade or Lemon Iced Tea or Pink Lemonade (your mouth is watering isn’t it or even Kiwi Strawberry Cocktail). But whatever Snapple you’ve chosen, I assure you, it’s 10 percent fruit juice, and hon, 100 percent natural.

The lid is off, so tease your senses. I suggest a drizzle of milk into the bottle. The wafting. The aroma. The fruity, scenic. Your nose is having so much fun.

Okay, Alice, now you can drink.

Slowly. Slowly. Don’t chug. This is not a party beverage. This flavor is tickling your tastebuds, it’s dancing on your palate. You feel good. You feel like you have just been confirmed Attorney General.

There you are. Drinking, enjoying, forgetting in between there’s anything wrong with that). And before you know it, you’re down to your last Snapple sip.

Are you satisfied? Your senses say yes, but your mind says no. No! No!

A thousand questions are racing through your head. Is it worth your 90 cents? What’s in it? Is it vegetable gum and what is it doing in your Snapple? Is the bottle recyclable? Is drinking Snapple politically correct?

Why is it called “Snapple”? Why are you drinking something that contains no “apple” and definitely no “sin”?

Put the battle down. Take a deep breath, and tell me all about it. You feel used don’t you. Cheated...just a little? Everybody feels this way. Everybody feels this way a least once in their life. You’ve got to bounce back. Remember the good times. Remember your mothers, remember your fathers. What’s the battle? Is it drinking Snapple politically correct?
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Wing ice cited in fatal USAir crash

WASHINGTON (AP) — Ice on the wings caused a USAir jetliner to go out of control and plunge into frigid water during a failed takeoff from New York's LaGuardia Airport last year, federal investigators concluded Wednesday.

Twenty-seven of the 51 people aboard Flight 405 to Cleveland died in the crash. Investigators with the National Transportation Safety Board also said the pilot's attempt to get his plane into the air at too low a speed may have also contributed to the March 22 accident.

Investigators said it was difficult, if not impossible, for them in the Fokker 28-4000's cockpit to detect small accumulations of clear ice, especially after sunset on a dark runway.

The plane was de-iced at the gate at 8:26 p.m., and after takeoff was delayed, the pilot had the plane chemically de-iced again about a half-hour later.

However, after the second de-icing, as a light snow and sleet fell, Flight 405 stood on the runway waiting for clearance to takeoff for about 35 minutes more.

NTSB Chairman Carl Vogt said he believed the flight crew may have known some ice and snow was on the wings, but thought they still could take off safely.

"They may have assumed there was some contamination, but believed they could fly through it," he said.

Vogt also said he believed the jet's captain, who died in the crash, tried to get the plane off the ground at too low a speed and at the wrong angle for takeoff.

"I don't believe that the crew of the aircraft realized that a relatively tiny bit of (ice) contamination could get them into a whole lot of trouble," said Robert Benzon, the NTSB's chief investigator of the crash.

The NTSB's final report is due out in about five weeks.

According to the NTSB's conclusions, the "probable cause of this accident was the failure of the airline industry and the Federal Aviation Administration" to give flight crews proper guidelines and procedures to deal with wing icing.

"There is much optimism and concern regarding the transitional South African government, according to four panelists at a symposium titled "South Africa in Transition."

Peter Walsh, Mark Behr, Conway Molusi, and Garth Meintjes, the panelists, discussed the source of the transition, the current state of apartheid, the movements of liberation and the changes of human rights in South Africa.

Walsh described the background behind the need for modification and transition in the African nation. With the 1990 revolutionary statement by President De Klerk, the South African government is now witnessing the need for a new and revised form of government involving blacks and white together, according to Walsh.

He said there is a need for a transitional executive council and a Bill of Rights however, the specifics of the government's structure are still unclear.

Behr addressed the doubts of radical change saying, "the regime, guilty party is still on the scene of the crime." The new government will be a transition within the current government presently in control rather than by abrupt change or takeover.

According to Behr, the current regime will not willingly surrender control, therefore "limiting the potential of the new government." Molusi summarized the transition by quoting former President, PW Botha's 1979 statement: "Adapt or Die."

Molusi strengthened the need for dramatic change saying, "the struggle for democracy must go beyond" just a fair constitution or new laws.

Meintjes said that the current government has established a "sophisticated survival strategy," to maintain its current policies and ideas.

He said he believes that "sharing the power in simply a euphemism to keep apartheid." Meintjes said he supported the need for action and truth to bring about a permanent change. He said there is a need for a universal declaration of human rights to be not only supported but endorsed.

In order for this change to occur, Meintjes said he demands the need for extensive human rights education for all citizens. This will be demonstrated by the history of apartheid, which will "build upon a foundation of truth."

The Observer is now accepting applications for the following Saint Mary's positions:

Assistant Saint Mary's Editor
Saint Mary's News Editor
Saint Mary's Sports Editor
Saint Mary's Accent Editor

Please submit a one-page statement of intent and a résumé to Jennifer Habrych by 5 p.m., Thursday, February 25, 1993. Applications can be dropped off at either the Notre Dame Observer office or the Saint Mary's Observer office. For more information about any of the positions, call Jennifer at 631-5303 or 284-4312.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:30 a.m.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contact Nicole McGrath X5193 for more information.

Are you sick of poor sports coverage?
Do something about it!

SMC Sports Marketing
Thursday, February 18th
7pm LeMans Lobby

All old/new sport reporters must come.
Anyone is welcome.

Contact Nicole McGrath X5193 for more information.
Mrs. Quayle joins Indianapolis firm

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Marilyn Quayle, wife of former Vice President Dan Quayle, announced Wednesday that she has joined an Indianapolis law firm.

Mrs. Quayle will be a partner in the firm of Krieg DeVault Alexander & Caperton and will begin work immediately. She will commute between Indiana and her family's suburban Virginia home until the Quayles move to Indiana in June.

The 45-member law firm, located in the IBN Tower in downtown Indianapolis, handles civil corporate cases.

Quayle, a 1974 graduate of the Indiana University School of Law at Indianapolis, will focus her practice on corporate, international business and health care law.

Taxes

continued from page 1

Hillary Rodham Clinton, and his mother, Virginia Kelley. Clinton's plan would spread pain almost universally, although well-to-do people would be hit hardest.

The program would impose higher energy taxes on every household with income of more than $30,000. The administration calculated that would raise $1.4 billion by 1998.

The tax would start next July at 2.5 cents a gallon for gasoline. It would increase over three years to triple the original figures.

Income tax rates would jump significantly—from 31 percent now to 36 percent next year—for families with taxable income over $115,000. Clinton said the 3 million federal workers would be hit hardest.

The program would impose on millionaires would be required on all Social Security benefits for retired taxpayers. A 10 percent surtax on income tax rates would jump significantly—from 31 percent now to 36 percent next year—for families with taxable income over $115,000. Clinton said the 3 million federal workers would be hit hardest.
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Taxes would be raised on Social Security benefits for retired couples earning more than $32,000 and individuals earning $35,000. Medicare payroll taxes would be required on all earnings, rather than the present $135,000 limit.

HOLY CROSS ASSOCIATES

Dave Carey (ND'90), Lied Haas (ND'90) and Dave Morales (ASU'88) will share their experience of life and work among the poor of Chile tonight, 7:30 p.m., at the Center for Social Concerns.

All are welcome.

The Observer is now accepting applications for the following positions:

Graphics Manager
Illustrations Manager

Please submit a one-page statement of intent and a resume to Kevin Hardman by 5 p.m., Wednesday, February 24, 1993. Contact Kevin at 631-7471 for more information on either position.

Calcium benefits aging bones

BOSTON (AP) — A new study provides some of the strongest evidence yet that extra calcium keeps women's bones strong after menopause. The study should erase doubt about the benefits of calcium supplements, experts say.

The study, conducted in New Zealand, found that older women who took 1,000 milligrams of calcium a day in addition to what they were getting in their food reduced their bone loss by one-third to one-half.

Women typically lose bone density after menopause, increasing their risk of fractures. There has been a growing belief for several years that taking extra calcium slows this bone loss. But skeptics remain, in part because some studies failed to show a benefit.

However, an editorial published with the latest study in Thursday's New England Journal of Medicine said the time has come to recommend calcium for all older women.
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is now accepting applications for the following paid positions:

Associate News Editor
Assistant News Editor
Copy Editor
Day Chief

Please submit a two-page personal statement of intent and a résumé to Meredith McCollough by 5 p.m., Monday, February 22, 1993. For questions about any of the positions, call Meredith at 631-5323.

CAMPUS MINISTRY...

"You're Good Enough, You're Smart Enough..."

There's a kind of conversation going on that will occur with more and more skills, experience, and intelligence who try to shake off the pressure of knowing education, life and growth together. They are generally each one of many with foreign study programs, summer internships and Summer Service projects. Our soon-to-be-alumni Class of 1993 may feel the wait weighs heaviest, but much to wound our self-confidence, to lead us to a nagging belief that maybe school, telling all who cared to read it that we are only 36th best among national circles. Perhaps you'll see a rejection letter tacked up on the bulletin board that when the music stops, there are more people than there are chairs in the circle. Perhaps you'll see a rejection letter tucked on the bulletin board outside a neighbor's house, a bit of a pity story, unimportant, disappointment, hope, and especially by waiting. You can usually recognize this conversation by the question that prompts it: "So, do you know what you're going to do next year?"

Our soon-to-be-alumni Class of 1993 may feel the wait weighs heaviest, but many others among us are waiting, too. Juniors wait for their RA interviews and for new hall staffs to be picked, graduate students fill our assistant rector positions, and wait for head staff interviews. Others wait for access to foreign study programs, summer internships and Summer Service projects.

In this community, a tremendous number of talented and gifted students look for education, life and growth together. They are generally each one of many with foreign study programs, summer internships and Summer Service projects. We need to believe as well that we are not alone. As a community, we can't really be defined by a number or a rating, whether it seems like a compliment or critique. Rather, if those of us who make up the place are committed to live and teach with integrity, to treat all our brothers and sisters with respect that Jesus teaches, to lead the way in prayer, we can start to get there. But while we wait we can reflect upon all the goodness that is in us simply because we are God's creation. While we wait we can talk with wise people whom we trust; we can take our self-doubt and feelings of inadequacy to God in prayer.

We are called by this Sunday's Gospel to love as perfectly as God loves, to love even our enemies and those who persecute us (even those who have the unmerited power to decide who should live and who should die)." This kind of love is a challenge and a comfort as well, especially while we wait for other people to make decisions about a part of our future. God's love for all creation asks us to reject the notion that some of us deserve more or are worth more than others.

The conversation becomes an opportunity, a chance to ask new and different questions of ourselves and each other.

Judy Hutchinson
Kate S. Barrett

CONSIDERATIONS
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WEEKEND PRESIDERS AT SACRED HEART BASILICA
Sat. February 20 5:00 p.m. Rev. Regis Duffy, O.F.M.
Sun. February 21 10:00 a.m. Rev. Peter Rene, C.S.C.
11:45 a.m. Rev. Thomas Gaughan, C.S.C.

SCRIPTURE READINGS FOR THIS COMING SUNDAY
1ST READING Leviticus 19:1-2, 17-18
2ND READING 1 Corinthians 3:16-23
GOSPEL Matthew 5:38-48
Scientists: Mutations can fix human genes

The two people—a baby girl and a 25-year-old man—should have inherited muscular dystrophy but did not. Instead, they "are examples of complete spontaneous corrections of myotonic dystrophy mutations," wrote Dr. Ian Brunner and colleagues from University Hospital in Nijmegen.

NEW YORK (AP) — For the first time, scientists have found that a mutation can fix a bad human gene so it works normally again.

In these cases, the mutation corrected the genetic error that causes myotonic dystrophy, the most common adult form of muscular dystrophy. As a result, children who seemed destined to inherit the disorder avoided it.

"It's incredibly fascinating, and it's of great importance in terms of human genetics and disease," said Dr. Henry Epstein of Baylor College of Medicine in Houston.

Genes contain the code for the body to assemble proteins. Many inherited diseases arise when this code becomes garbled. As a result, the gene makes a defective protein or none at all.

In the case of myotonic dystrophy, mutations occur in a gene that contains instructions for making an enzyme that regulates other proteins found in cell walls.

The disease affects about one in every 7,000 to 8,000 people worldwide. It causes weakness and wasting of muscles.

In Thursday's issue of the New England Journal of Medicine, Dutch researchers report two cases in which children inherited their parents' defective gene, but it somehow became normal again, a process they call "reverse mutation."
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Clinton asks middle class for extra $10-12 a month

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's proposed tax increase would cost the typical middle-income family of four an extra $10 to $12 a month. Most lower-income families would avoid the pain altogether; high earners would be hit hard.

For most families and individuals with adjusted gross incomes between $30,000 and $100,000 — the middle class — the sole direct impact of the president's deficit-reduction proposal would be in higher energy prices. If enacted by Congress, the package would raise gasoline prices by about 7 1/2 cents a gallon, home-heating oil by 8 1/4 cents, natural gas by 8 3/4 cents per thousand cubic feet, and the average monthly electric bill by $2.25. One-third of the tax, based on a fuel's energy content, would be imposed July 1, 1994; it would be fully effective two years later.

The less than one-quarter of Security revenues that people on tax pay up to half their monthly benefits would be taxed on up to 85 percent instead. More than 90 percent of deductible benefits are paid to older Americans with incomes over $30,000 a year.

Most of the 70 million couples and individuals earning less than $30,000 a year would have most of the energy-tax increases offset by government spending programs. The earned-income credit, which now benefits working families with children and incomes of $22,370 or less, would be expanded for the first time to cover childless workers. Spending for food stamps and an energy assistance program for low-income households would be increased.

Economists generally agree that any major energy tax increase — this one would raise more than $71 billion over four years — tends to inflate prices of most goods and services. Thus, every family would feel the effects of the energy tax, beyond the direct increase in energy prices.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Spending on health care is so out of control that it will account for nearly a quarter of the federal budget by 1998, the chief of the Congressional Budget Office said Wednesday.

And a health financing expert at the General Accounting Office testified that cost controls for the Medicare health system for older Americans are so lax that the system has become prey to "producers." Robert Reischauer, the budget office's director, said spending on health care consumed 13.4 percent of the federal budget in 1990 and will rise to 17.5 percent this year.

In testimony delivered as the Clinton administration prepares its plan to reduce health care costs, Reischauer said his office projects the increases to continue and to total 23.6 percent of the budget by 1998.

"That is a huge increase," Reischauer told the House Budget Committee.

"Clearly it will be difficult if not impossible to balance the federal budget unless remedial steps are taken to reduce the cost of health care."

Spending on hospital insurance under Medicare, one of the two principal areas of federal health costs, will run an estimated $91 billion this year and is projected to rise to almost $149 billion in 1998, the congressional budget director said.

Over the past year spending on hospital care under the Medicare program has increased by 8 percent, he said. But other costs have risen even more dramatically, including 38 percent for home health care, 22 percent for hospice care and 28 percent for care at skilled nursing facilities, he said.

"The reasons for such rapid growth vary and are not fully understood," Reischauer said.

"Medicare spending for the services of doctors is projected to increase by 11 percent a year for each person enrolled in the program," Reischauer said.

The other principal government health program, Medicaid, also has witnessed an unprecedented cost increase, he said.
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China releases prominent student

BEIJING (AP) — China released the most prominent student leader of China's 1989 democracy movement and two other dissidents Wednesday in what appeared to be a gesture to President Clinton and the

Olympics movement.

Wang Dan, who was No. 1 on the wanted list issued by police after the crushing of the democracy movement, was freed along with another student leader, Guo Hailong. Zhu Hongsheng, a 76-year-old Catholic priest from Shanghai, also was released.

The early releases came just two weeks before a high-level delegation from the International Olympic Committee is to visit Beijing, whose leaders have made clear their strong desire to be host of the Summer Olympic Games in 2000.

The three parolees also might be intended as a goodwill gesture to the new Clinton administration, which has promised to focus on human rights in foreign policy.

The official Xinhua News Agency said Wang and Guo were released a few months early for good behavior. It said that with their release, all students "who violated the criminal law" during the democracy protests had been freed. However, the government has not announced the release of many other students who are known to have been arrested after the democracy demonstrations in Beijing and other major cities.

Cold War era weapon maims children

MOGADISHU, Somalia (AP) — Twelve-year-old Hasan lay in a coma Wednesday, shrapnel lodged in his head from a mortar shell he and his friends played catch with until it banged on a rock and exploded.

Ahmed, also 12, lay across the hospital aisle, one leg blown off and the other painfully broken. Ahmed's brother Omar, 10, had two broken legs. Three other children were hurt in the incident Monday.

"I hate it, all these weapons around here," Ahmed's mother, Halim Mohamed Abraham, said, holding back tears.

Like ghosts from the years of superpower-aided proxy warfare and factional fighting, as many as a million mines and thousands of other abandoned weapons are killing or maiming kids who find them.

Maj. Charles Pommet in Belet Hux, 200 miles north of Mogadishu.

"We were sipping tea in a cafe and some kids dropped a couple of grenades at our feet," he said. "My heart stopped beating."
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BEIJING: President Clinton and the other dissidents Wednesday in Beijing, whose leaders have made clear their strong desire to be host of the Summer Olympic Games in 2000.
"Cultural diversity" not about culture, but politics

Cultural diversity is definitely the hot political topic on campus right now. Jesse Jackson recently came to campus to promote his vision of cultural diversity. The Notre Dame administration has published several articles promoting its vision. Students are also becoming active on this issue, as this year's student government campaigns indicate.

Unfortunately, no one seems interested in promoting true cultural diversity. Instead, "cultural diversity" has become merely a new jargon in the old game of racial politics. Furthermore, this development is doing great damage to the cause of true cultural diversity.

Taken literally, promoting "cultural diversity" means bringing students into contact with cultures that are unfamiliar to them. Presumably, the greater the difference between the cultures, the better cultural diversity is promoted, bringing a white student from the Midwest into contact with an African-American student from the Midwest promotes cultural diversity less than bringing a student into contact with someone from New Delhi, India. Likewise, requiring a student from suburban Chicago to study with students from the tough mining towns of northern Minnesota?

A good argument can be made that the cultures, the better cultural diversity is promoted, but this does not necessarily reflect the policies of the administration of either institution. The same argument can also be made that the policies of the administration of either institution reflect the student body from which the majority of the students come.

Cultural diversity is itself a euphemism for racial politics. As a result, affirmative action programs are actually used to promote racial politics. In other words, "cultural diversity" has little to do with diversity in cultures, but has a lot to do with racial politics. As we all know, the term is merely a euphemism for affirmative action, "black power" and "Hispanic power" for that matter. "Affirmative action" is itself a euphemism for racial preferences for disadvantaged minorities.

However, repeated public opinion polls have shown that sixty to seventy percent of Americans oppose racial preferences for any group. Even larger minorities oppose "black power" and "Hispanic power." As a result, racial minorities, like any other special interest group, have sought to make their proposals more popular and, in some cases, more accepted. This is not to say that all attempts to get minority students exposed to foreign students are bad. The idea that students should be exposed to cultures not our own is the traditional minority agenda. The problem is that the minority agenda is synonymous with true cultural diversity. They have been at least partially successful, and the price of their success has been tragic: the lack of true cultural diversity.

Unfortunatly, few are talking about "multicultural awareness," "cultural diversity," or any similar topic, the audience assumes they are really talking about minority issues, an assumption many advocates of true cultural diversity find difficult to overcome. Worse, University officials and other decision-makers often assume that their duty to cultural diversity is done once they give minority students an affirmative action program or increased financial aid.

America is more isolated from foreign cultures than any other developed nation. We are separated from Europe and Asia by vast oceans. Our closest neighbors are merely a few hundred miles from most Americans and are so heavily influenced by our culture that they are often highly familiar at all.

By contrast, in need of true multicultural awareness, it is America. If there is any country in need of true cultural diversity, it is America. If there are any students who are exposed to true cultural diversity, they are American students.

Study abroad programs, recruitment of foreign students and professors, and required courses in the study of foreign civilizations are all vital windows into cultures not our own. However important their goals, special interest groups must not shut these windows by dressing their agendas in the camouflage of "cultural diversity."

Rick Acker is a 1992 graduate of the Notre Dame Law School and is currently doing research there.

GARRY TRUDEAU

"No man resolved to make the most of himself can spare time for personal contention."

Abraham Lincoln

DOONESBURY

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"If you want to keep the doors open, you have to keep the doors open."

Abraham Lincoln

QUOTES, P.O. Box 5, ND, IN 46556
Dear Editor:

The United States of America is a country founded by immigrants, built by the toil and labor of immigrants, and made great through the vision and hard work of immigrants and their descendants. The Statue of Liberty stands as a reminder of all the values the U.S. cherishes: safety for the oppressed, a chance for a new life. While all of these facts are ideal, they still are part of "the American Dream."

Throughout the past few centuries, the bulk of what is now the U.S. was created through emigration of millions from Europe, Asia, and Africa.

At the gates of this cradle of liberty and of "the enlightened" stands a people sorely oppressed. The Haitians. I agree fully with Jesse Jackson on this issue and admire his ability as both a politician and preacher to bring Christ's message to a relevant pressing issue.

For what reasons should the Haitians not be admitted? Does the U.S. still have the world's largest economy? Are we not a resource rich nation? Is Haiti still a growing economy? Does the U.S. still have one of the largest and most lucrative job markets in the world? More importantly, does the U.S. hold a double standard by not allowing the Haitians harbor from oppression? Would a group of similarly victimized white people be allowed entry? Is racism involved? Do we fear Haitians and stereotype them as all HIV infected? We must not let this hypocracy stand.

Christ welcomed lepers, beggars, the downtrodden with healing open arms. So must we accept the Haitians who are oppressed in the world. So this may not be an obscure issue. It may cause tension. Martin Luther King Jr. said "Peace is not merely the absence of war." King's words still resound today and can be directly applied to this situation. Social justice is demanding. It does not follow laws. It often does not follow societal definitions of "reason." However, the acceptance of Haitians I believe can only add to the strength of the nation.

In my own life, I have an example. I went to high school with a kid Jean-Luc. He was Haitian. His parents had to work hard, and he had to work hard. He was unbelievably fast, a record setter in New Jersey for several track events. His hard work paid off and he is now attending UNC at Chapel Hill on a track scholarship. He had a keen mind and an ability to debate all because of the tools afforded him, primarily education. If he has made it, why can't others. Look at other examples throughout history of immigrants traditionally stereotyped as lazy or having nothing to offer society: the Irish, the Haitians, African-Americans, and Koreans. What is different about the Haitians? Why can't this group make it to? The U.S. has resource capability, obviously! Christ accepted the downtrodden. Moral conscience demands the admittance of the oppressed Haitians.

David M. McMahon
Morrissey Manor
Feb. 15, 1993

Reader responds to Hillary criticism

Dear Editor:

I would like to thank Mr. Victor Morton for clearing up those misconceptions concerning the appointment of Hillary Clinton to the chair of the nation's task force on health care issues. (Letters, Feb. 16, 1993)

The appointment of Hillary Clinton to a cabinet post in a liberal administration on her own merits, and not because she should chair anything in this administration! We should criticize Hillary because she, when she was Bill's aide, did not receive this appointment if Clinton had not, wouldn't it be a blemish on his administration? Of course we will overlook the fact that the same holds true for most every other appointee, as different leaders with varied personalities will make different choices from the pool of the qualified. But Hillary is our President's wife, and how dare she attempt to work for him! Now that Mr. Morton has enlightened us, we have her name.

We are all aware that First Lady Hillary Clinton necessarily entails that one restrict her activities to picking her husband's dinner, running White House charities, and to worrying that her husband's appointment should think otherwise. We know any woman who would want to be First Lady would be enslaving herself and rendering her marriage a type of "slavery."

And of course it must follow that a woman holding a job naturally has contempt for achieving a man's goals, and is full-time home-makers. No matter how much attention and love she gives her husband, he must still believe she must feel guilty, as will always be the case. And finally, it's obvious that a Friedman style in which Mr. Morton has already begun to count and, in his vast psychoanalytic experience, interpreted.

In addition to her intelligence and experience in law, negotiation, collection and collation of information, Hillary's unique access to the President makes her all the more qualified for this position. But a President's spouse should never hold an official position in the administration because personal connections and emotions would cripple them and their co-workers. Forget the thousands of family-run businesses, including husband and wife operations, which make a successful go at it every year.

Of course we should censure a woman for being so involved in her husband's life. And when she attempts to separate her identity from her husband's by the inclusion of her maiden name in her address, well we should criticize her for that too! And while we're at it, let's really see the fronts that are held open. Yet, many feminists, in particular those at Wellesley College, felt betrayed by Barbara Bush gaining prominence merely by virtue of who she was married to.

Now let's add that Hillary "has betrayed feminism" by holding a government position under her husband and by her own efforts. For the First Lady is more achievement in her own right. Can we say, "Traipped?" Morton's definition of feminism might better be described as all feminism is required of her sitting on one. One has gone through a women's rights movement and is not able to move on.

A big "Thank you" to Mr. Morton for re-introducing us with that lovely political correctness that plays off the horrors of gang rape with such sensitivity (I don't care if it was drawn by a democrat). And thanks for the point he made with it to the grand scheme of things, the Republican convention's (and his recent own) trash of Hillary was not as bad as raping her?! I want to thank Mr. Morton for instructing us that he does not object to a president's wife being even "the closest and most trusted adviser" to her spouse. His objection is to "the appearance" that is true. Therefore, it is allowable for a First Lady to fill this role, just as long as it is not made "official." We wouldn't want to create any "unnecessary publicity" that a First Lady's abilities, insights, and efforts could matter or be of use.

And finally, thank you for that final line of punctuation that Hillary has opportunity about not being able to see her way to the top. Yes, a female president! Mr. Morton says his offense at Hillary's appointment does not mean "anything to do with sexism." But then, there's a difference for someone who claims one thing and whose actions and beliefs say another.

Heidi Laura Toboni
Farley Hall
Feb. 16, 1993

Thursday's Verse

New Effortless Extra Lost Lovers Oceanic Car
(a short story told through phases in halve verse)

"INNOCULATION"

you are using gurus is comical

why can't I love you

JEALOUSY

as Pearl Jam croons

I think of how much I know

and what I cared for

PONG

energetic thought

why is not for real

who can say but me

CONFUSION

When I'm forgotten

you'll be floating with saddle

ride the sultry dream

EXCITEMENT

the future holds what

I cannot say vividly

Orange shame and cola

FICKLE

flavor questions

are you in pain like I am?

Jesus, I hope not."

-Spalding

Latex Jim and His Dog

Latex Jim, he had a dog.
He called it seven names.
One was Fritz and one was Bert.
And one was River Thames.
He called his dog apocalypse and on occasion her husband.
But if he ever called him Joe.
Oh boy would that dog smart.

There are but two more names, you see,
by which Jim's dog was known.
The first of which was Holy Ghost.
The last creation Jones.

Latex Jim, he knew his dog was something quite unique.
Not unlike all those students you've passed off as a geek.
And as Dumbo, his dog in hand
Walked under skies of red.
It was more that easy to see
That his poor pet was dead.

But to Jim with plastic gloves,
this homophobe didn't matter.
Cuz Bert his dog was worth to him
Praise on a silver platter.

Matthew J. Lambert
Grace Hall
Notre Dame, Indiana, 46556

Thursday's Verse

P.O. Box Q
The Sophomore Literary Festival begins on Saturday, February 21 featuring poet Nikki Giovanni. Other artists who will speak during the week-long festival are Tim O'Brien on February 22, Ms. Gloria Naylor on February 23, Marge Piercy on February 24 and Edward Albee on February 25. All of the artist's readings will take place in the Library Auditorium with a reception in the Library Lounge immediately following.

Several additional events have also been planned in which the authors will participate. Giovanni and O'Brien will conduct informal discussions at noon in the Library Lounge the day after their readings. Giovanni will also lead a feminist forum meeting at 3 p.m. on February 21 in the Foster Room of LaFortune.

Nayland will also lead a Feminist Forum at 8:30 p.m. on February 24 in the Foster Room. Giovanni and O'Brien will speak to a Freshman Seminar from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. on February 23 and Piercy will speak to a Freshman Seminar at 4:30 p.m. on February 24 in the Foster Room. All those interested are welcome to attend.

Albee will give a creative writing seminar at 9 p.m. on February 26, yet this event is already filled to capacity.

The Sophomore Literary Festival offers students an opportunity to meet authors, students an opportunity to meet and exchange ideas with a diverse group of authors, said McArdle.

The authors who will present readings for this year's Festival will be from a fourteen person committee of selected sophomores and faculty members. The students who are presently on the committee applied for the position as freshmen because of their interest in literature, said McArdle, and any current freshman who is interested should obtain an application.

"Actually talking to the authors gives a whole new dimension to the readings."

—Kerry McArdle

By MARY B. GOOD

Accent Writer

Sister Joan Chittister, a world renowned author and speaker, will present her feminist views of the Church to members of the Saint Mary's and Notre Dame communities Saturday, according to Dr. Keith Egan of the Center for Spirituality.

Chittister, who holds an honorary doctorate from Saint Mary's, publishes regularly in the National Catholic Reporter and is in residence this year on Saint Mary's campus.

According to Egan, Chittister's message centers on women's place and potential within the Church. She focuses on the need for women to play an active role in their faith.

"She wants them (them) not to remain passive, but to share their stories and take leadership roles," Egan said. "She is an active participant through her speaking, teaching, and writing."

This same theme runs strongly through many of her works. Chittister is a widely published author of books criticizing but also challenging the contemporary Catholic Church, Chittister has even been labeled "prophet," said Egan. Her ideas move people to new energy and life in Christianity.

This Saturday's seminar will consist of two lectures which will offer a refreshing new approach to the role of women in the Church.

Her first lecture, "Woman Icon: Rebel or Saint?" will deal with the unfair, discriminatory expectations placed upon women who choose to become what Chittister labels "icons."

Women who choose to become Chittister icons serve as passive, but to share their stories and potential within the Church. She focuses on the unfair, discriminatory expectations placed upon women who choose to become what Chittister labels "icons." This sexism exists in the Church as well as in the family where women are often regarded as passive members of their gender not only in the Church, but in greater society as well, Chittister said.

If women do not rebel against the discriminatory expectations placed upon them, they will continue to be misrepresented and mistreated in society, Chittister said.

This sexism exists in the Church as well as in the family where women assume the role of femaleizer more than any other family member. Chittister will examine this unfavorable choice in greater detail, and also look at a woman icon, Eve.

According to Chittister, her second lecture, "New Theology of Eve: The Story of Women," will challenge the history of the Church and its relationship to women. "Eve is a strong woman in scripture, although she is often misrepresented," said Chittister. This misinterpretation breeds many destructive consequences for women, she added.

The lecture will focus on "the relationship of traditional theology of Eve and what I think is distinctive of scripture for men as well as women," Chittister said. "[It] has a lot to do with men and the way they understand women."

Chittister, pictured here at Saint Mary's 1991 commencement, will speak this Saturday at the Carroll auditorium.

The lecture will present the audience with a modern analysis of Eve and what she really says about women. Chittister's contemporary approach to feminism in the Church should open the eyes and minds of her receivers.

Registration for the seminar will be Saturday from 12:30 to 1 p.m., and the lectures will run from 1 p.m. until 4:30 p.m. in Carroll auditorium. The fee will be $6 at the door, and $1 for CNCs and Saint Mary's and Notre Dame students.
Richfield, Ohio (AP) — The surguy Cleveland Cavaliers closed out the Denver Nuggets with a 10-3 spurt, and were not challenged again as they beat Dallas 124-97 Wednesday night, keeping the Mavericks on pace for the NBA's worst record ever.

Terrell Brandon led Cleveland, which won its fourth straight and ninth in 10 games, with 29 points, 13 rebounds and four assists. Paul Westphal added 14. The Mavericks (4-45) have lost seven straight games overall and all 22 on the road this season. At current pace, they'll lose 72 of their 82 games.

Seven straight games over all, keeping the Mavericks on track.

Ewing, who also grabbed 12 rebounds, scored 31 of his season-high total in the second half, including eight during a 14-0 run that began in the final moments of the third quarter.

Playing for 11, Piston's 11 points, Miami Heat held off a late 3-point barrage to outmaneuver Detroit, handing the Pistons their 11th consecutive road loss.

All-Star guard Isiah Thomas played only a minute in the second half before leaving the game with a sprained Achilles tendon. The Pistons also lost Olajuwon, who fractured a hand against a backboard in the third quarter. Mark Aguirre led New Jersey with 29 points — the final 29 in the final quarter. Joe Dumars added 25 points.

Magic 111, Nuggets 99
Orlando, Fla. — Shaquille O'Neal had 24 points and 18 rebounds, and Orlando used a 16-point lead in the second half against poor-shooting Denver Nuggets.

Leading by 19 at the break, the Magic took command when the Nuggets missed their first 11 shots of the second half. Nick Anderson led the decisive run with eight of his 22 points.

Scott Skiles had 21 points and a season-high 19 assists for the Lakers. Dennis Rodman was scoreless.

Denver ended the Orlando run when Robert Pack made a layup with 6:44 remaining in the third quarter to cut the lead to 73-71. Orlando's Travis stretched its lead to 21 points, and led by 11, 81-67, after three periods.

Bulls 114, Jazz 96
Chicago — Michael Jordan scored 27 points in three quarters of his 35th birthday, then took the final period off.

It was the seventh victory in the last nine games for the Bulls.

Karl Malone led the Jazz with 20 points. B.J. Armstrong had 15 points for the Bulls and 10 assists.

It was 77-51 after three quarters, with the reserves finishing up for Chicago.

Stacey King and Armstrong combined for 14 points in the closing seconds. The Bulls pulled ahead 50-2 before Malone and Ty Corbin scored Utah's last seven points to cut the lead to 77-75.
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You and Robert Pack made a layup with 6:44 remaining in the third quarter to cut the lead to 73-71. Orlando's Travis stretched its lead to 21 points, and led by 11, 81-67, after three periods.

Bulls 114, Jazz 96
Chicago — Michael Jordan scored 27 points in three quarters of his 35th birthday, then took the final period off.

It was the seventh victory in the last nine games for the Bulls.

Karl Malone led the Jazz with 20 points. B.J. Armstrong had 15 points for the Bulls and 10 assists.

It was 77-51 after three quarters, with the reserves finishing up for Chicago.

Stacey King and Armstrong combined for 14 points in the closing seconds. The Bulls pulled ahead 50-2 before Malone and Ty Corbin scored Utah's last seven points to cut the lead to 77-75.
### NLH STANDINGS

#### WORLDS CONFERENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>League</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### AMERICAN LEAGUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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<td></td>
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### EASTERN CONFERENCE

#### New York Mets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Chicago Cubs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### St. Louis Cardinals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Philadelphia Phillies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Atlanta Braves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### San Francisco Giants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NATIONAL CONFERENCE

#### New York Yankees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Los Angeles Dodgers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Cincinnati Reds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Houston Astros

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>Pts</th>
<th>GF</th>
<th>GA</th>
<th>Home</th>
<th>Away</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TRANSACTIIONS

#### BASEBALL

**National Basketball Association**

- CHICAGO WHITE FACE: Acquired Kevin Eicher, outfielder, from the Kansas City Royals for Ever Magallanes, infielder.

- KANSAS CITY ROYALS: Agreed to terms with Tim Belcher, pitcher, on a one-year contract.

- LOS ANGELES DODGERS: Signed Gene Nelson, infielder, for the minor league contract.

- NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS: Agreed to terms with Patrick DeWitt, right wing, to Phoenix of International Hockey League.

- ORLANDO MAGIC: Assigned Jim Thompson, right wing, to Providence of International Hockey League.

#### BASKETBALL

- National Basketball Association

- CHICAGO BULLS: Signed Daniel Wilkins, guard, for one year of the season.

- LOS ANGELES LAKERS: Signed Larry Tomlinson as assistant general manager for youth and community relations, and Alan Winters as assistant general manager for finance.

- OAKLAND RAIDERS: Named Jim Haslett as defensive coordinator.

- TULSA 66ERS: Agreed to terms with Randy Johnson, pitcher, on a one-year contract.

- UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA: Signed Michael Kinstle, guards to Chicago Bulls.

- WEST BOSTON KNICKS: Agreed to terms with Tim Becker, pitcher, on a one-year contract.

### CHRISTMAS IN APRIL

Join together with seven of your friends to participate in Christmas in April (CIA).

CIA is a one day working session during which the South Bend community will join forces with the students, faculty, and staff of Notre Dame and St. Mary's to renovate and repair the homes of the needy, elderly, and handicapped residents of a South Bend neighborhood.

### LIMITED SPOTS AVAILABLE

SIGN UP TODAY!

11 AM to 2 PM, 4 PM to 8 PM at the Library Concourse

---

*This information is available and updated as of February 19, 1993.*
Owners discuss revenue sharing, but not commish

PHOENIX (AP) — Baseball owners took a very tentative first step Wednesday toward increasing revenue sharing, but made no substantive progress on hiring a commissioner or restructuring his job.

The actions taken and not taken during the two days of sessions just before spring training highlighted the drift in baseball's executive circle since commissioner Fay Vincent's forced resignation last Sept. 7.

"Governance by committee is not a good way to govern in a normal situation," said Milwaukee Brewers president Bud Selig, chairman of the ruling executive council. "This is abhorrent. We are exploring all the areas of baseball's business.

At Wednesday's meeting:

— Former Oakland Athletics administrative assistant Sharon Jones admonished owners for their behavior toward minorities, a speech Selig called "sincere and blunt." But the council still hasn't responded to the Rev. Jesse Jackson's threat of selective boycotts unless more minorities are hired.

— Owners unanimously approved a resolution saying there is linkage between revenue sharing and player compensation. But they didn't address what the linkage was or how much money the larger clubs are willing to split with the smaller teams.

— The restructuring committee voted on its report — due last Nov. 1 — but decided to forward it first to the executive council before giving it to all owners. Richard Ravitch, management's chief labor negotiator, wants the commissioner stripped of his labor authority, or the hiring of a commissioner delayed until after a new labor contract.

— The commissioner search committee, headed by Atlanta Braves chairman Bill Bartholomay, had its first in-person meeting and Bartholomay said the group didn't feel any time pressure. "It's hard to search if you haven't written a job description," Selig said.

— Selig appointed Toronto Blue Jays chairman Peter Widen- drington and baseball and special commissioner Dick Wagner to run the commissioner's office after deputy commissioner Steve Greenberg leaves in April. Greenberg quit because owners refused to include him in decision-making.

"I think when all the committees are done you will see a reasoned change in the landscape of major league baseball," Selig said.

Revenue sharing was the central issue of Wednesday's meeting. Ravitch told clubs they need to have a common financial interest in dealing with the Major League Baseball Players Association. The larger clubs have resisted efforts to split. The smaller clubs, meanwhile, say they can't afford the current system of free agency and salary arbitration.

"It's early," Atlanta Braves president Stan Kasten said. "But there's a bigger appetite than not having a concept."

"We're talking about the players' association," said he didn't know what to make of the note.

"It's certainly not hostile. It sort of is," Fehr said in New York.

As far as a commissioner, Bartholomay said he couldn't predict when his group will have a recommendation.

"My job is to get it done right, specifically within a given time frame," he said.

The most forceful remarks came from Jones, who accused Cincinnati Reds owner Marge Schott of slurring blacks during a 1987 telephone conference call. Schott, suspended Feb. 3 for one year starting March 1, has denied Jones' allegations.

"You all knew I was on the telephone and heard and experienced Mrs. Schott's insults, yet none of you challenged her for her behavior," Jones told owners, according to her written statement. "How will you interpret your silence then? And how am I and the American public to interpret your silence now?"

Yanks' Howe agrees to talk to the media

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP) — Steve Howe, returning from his seventh drug-related suspension, embraced his latest opportunity by arriving at Fort Lauderdale Stadium on Wednesday, two days before the first scheduled workout for New York Yankees pitchers and catchers.

"The baseball field has always been a sanctuary for me, regardless of what my problems were or weren't," Howe said.

"When I'm on the baseball field, my concentration has always been able to go directly on what I have to do." Howe, who had previously cooperated with media other than print, ended that silence after meeting with general manager Gene Michael and manager Buck Showalter. Howe agreed to grant interviews provided he not be asked about his drug-related problems.

"He's going to leave out the other part, and I don't think there's anything wrong with that personally," Michael said.

Howe was suspended last June 8 by then commissioner Fay Vincent after he pleaded guilty in U.S. District Court in Missoula, Mont., to a misdemeanor charge of attempting to buy a gram of cocaine.

Vincent's suspension, intended to be a lifetime ban, was overturned last Nov. 12 by arbitrator George Nixon after a grievance was filed by the union. Howe is being randomly tested three times a week as a condition of his return, Michael said.

Vincent's suspension, intended to be a lifetime ban, was overturned last Nov. 12 by arbitrator George Nixon after a grievance was filed by the union. Howe is being randomly tested three times a week as a condition of his return, Michael said.

The left-handed reliever was 3-0 with six saves and a 2.45 ERA last year in 20 appearances covering 22 innings for the Yankees.

Notre Dame Communication and Theatre Special Event

South Bend Premiere! One Night Only!

Morris Civic Auditorium
Sunday, February 21 8:00 PM
Tickets: $5 at the door or in advance at the LaFortune Ticket Office. Call 631-8128

Just-published Hal Hartley screen plays are on sale at the Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore.

Hal will be happy to sign your copy at the reception following the screening.

The Observer

VIEWPOINT DEPARTMENT

is now accepting applications for the following positions:

Assistant Viewpoint Editors

Please submit a one-page statement of intent and a résumé to Rolando de Aguiar by 5 p.m., Wednesday, February 24, 1993. Contact Rolando at 631-4541 for more information about either position.
Scrappy Marquette simply wins

By RICH KURZ
Associate Sports Editor

Back in the early '80s, the Chicago White Sox coined the phrase "Winning Ugly." This year, the Marquette Warriors are making it their own term, and it showed last night in their win over the Irish.

They don't shoot that well, only 44 percent for last night's game, but their style of basketball doesn't depend on out-gunning the other team or making nifty behind-the-back passes. Instead, they just scratch out wins through defense and rebounding.

Despite its poor shooting percentage, Marquette forced the Irish to shoot even worse. Notre Dame managed to hit only 35 percent of their shots on the night, and Monty Williams was a mager 2 for 14.

"They did a good job defensively on Monty," said Irish coach John MacLeod. "Every time he got the ball (near the basket) they had a lot of weight on him."

Irish center Jon Ross agreed. "They were big, strong and heavy inside. They wore us down in the second half," the Irish center added.

Early in the game, it didn't look like Marquette would be in that position. After just 11 minutes, the Irish held a 21-15 advantage.

"I felt that our team came out like we were sleepwalking," Marquette coach Kevin O'Neill said. But then the Warriors started playing their style of basketball. "After 11 minutes we just started playing harder. Our intensity picked up a lot."

The Warriors size and depth underneath helped them wear down the Irish. Winning ugly has been a Marquette characteristic this year.

"There are no secrets to rebounding and playing defense," said O'Neill. "It's intensity, and we had it in the second half."

But Marquette also has some scorers. Junior forward Shane Key possesses a soft touch and a quick leap despite his 6'8", 245-lb. frame. Key and 7'1" reserve center Jim McIlvaine combined for 25 points, 18 from Key.

SMC hoops rings Aurora's bell, 81-74

By BETH REGAN
Sports Writer

The Belles rolled over Aurora University at home Wednesday night 81-74. Saint Mary's came out strong after a rough weekend away to improve their record to 14-6.

"It was a nice change to come out on fire," said co-captain Kristen Crowley. "We're hard to beat when we come out strong."

Driving down the lane, the Belles clearly dominated the first half. Aurora University was able to score only four points on the Belles after the first eight minutes of the game.

The Belles began playing man to man defense in the first half. They switched to a zone but eventually returned to the man to man early in the game because Aurora was scoring too many three pointers.

The score was within five points at the half with the Belles up 38-33. The Belles were consistently up by ten during the first ten minutes of the second half, but Aurora would not give up. Aurora was within one at 57-56 with 8:14 left in the game.

"We lost a little intensity as the game wore on," said coach Mark Wood. "But they played as a team and pulled through in the end."

Freshman Jennie Taubenheim was the leading scorer for the Belles with 23 points and five assists. Aurora was double teaming her which caused her to pass the ball off a lot in the second half.

Kim Holmes was not far behind with 18 points. Crowley and Julie Snyder helped out with 10 points each.

"This was a much needed win coming off the weekend," said Taubenheim. "We played smart and it came together for us."
The Notre Dame women's basketball team looks to continue its winning ways as it travels to Loyola for a key Midwestern Collegiate Conference clash. The Irish (11-10, 7-4 MCC) are winners of three of the last four, the most recent being a 92-80 win over Dayton on February 13. During the streak Notre Dame coach Muffet McGraw has seen the emergence of a number of players.

Forward Kristen Knapp has scored in double figures in the last four games, adding inside strength to complete leading scorer Letitia Bowen. Sophomore Audrey Gomez exploded for a 18 points off the bench including four three-pointers.

Reserve forward Tootie Jones has also made her presence felt scoring 32 points in her last 46 minutes of action. The increase in production bolstered the team field goal percentage to 52.2 over the weekend.

Notre Dame might need the increase in production to handle the Ramblers. Twenty points from Washington led Notre Dame to a 76-60 point over Loyola at the Joyce ACC on January 16. With Coquese Washington averaging 9.9 ppg, Notre Dame is on the verge of having four players scoring in double figures for the first time this season. Bowen is averaging 12.7 ppg, Knapp 10.1 and guard Sherry Osbisky 11.5.

Loyola presents an opportunity for McGraw to draw one game closer to the Notre Dame career wins mark.

In her six seasons at Notre Dame the Irish coach has a 112-61 record only three wins short of Mary DiStanislao who from 1980-1987 accumulated 115 wins. McGraw also won her 200th game as a collegiate coach with Saturday’s win over Dayton.

In recognition of her success McGraw was named to the Olympic festival coaching staff. Amy Ruyle from North Dakota State serves as the teams head coach, and Gary Barton from John A. Logan college joins McGraw as an assistant.

Washington set a record in the win over La Salle, becoming the school career steals leader breaking Mary Gavin’s record. Washington has accumulated 292 steals in her four year career.

After Loyola the Irish travel t Detroit Mercy, the second of three straight road games which ends with Duquesne on March 1.
Illness could hurt Irish fencers on East Coast

By KEVIN JANICKI
Sports Writer

Though there was no inter-collegiate action for the Irish last weekend, several of the younger fencers traveled to Colorado Springs, Colorado to participate in the Junior Olympics.

In particular, freshman Chantelle de Bruin took fifth place in the epee event and ninth place in the foil event in Colorado. Fellow freshman Danielle Girardi captured fourth in the epee, and freshman Mindi Kalopera took fifteenth in the foil. A strong performance by the younger women would be needed this weekend to improve on their 13-3 record.

For the men, sophomores Conor Power, Jordan Maggio, and Stan Brunner placed 11th, 25th, and 37th respectively in the foil event.

Sorin tops Fisher for playoff spot

By TEDS PETERSON
Sports Writer

Sorin exploded for six goals in the second half of a do-or-die battle with brand new Planner (2-4) on Monday.

The League 2 matchup was, in effect, a preliminary playoff game, with only the winner qualifying for a playoff berth.

The score was tied 1-1 at the half, but captain Doug Montgomery, who had a hat trick, scored early in the second half to put Sorin (3-1-1) on top for good. Sorin then began to exploit Fisher's (2-2-1) lack of depth, producing a final score that wasn't indicative of the game's competitiveness.

Jay Burke, playing despite a broken thumb, contributed two goals for Sorin.

Alumni (4-0-1), the undefeated champion of League 2, finished their regular season with a 7-1 victory over Cavanaugh last week. With only seven skaters for the game, Alumni's strategy was to keep their stamina by playing back and only rushing the puck up the ice in spots. It worked.

Captain Jim Kuser led Alumni to victory with a strong 9-1 victory over St. Ed's last Sunday. This marks Kuser's appearance in nearly ten years.

The men's head coach Mike DeCiore said, "The key for us is to play each game at a time. Thinking one game at a time. Thinking about the playoffs hurt us early against Keenan (who they only have on their schedule this season).""

A strong performance by the younger women would be needed this weekend to improve on their 13-3 record.

For the men, sophomores Conor Power, Jordan Maggio, and Stan Brunner placed 11th, 25th, and 37th respectively in the foil event.
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NOTRE DAME OLYMPIC SPORTS CATCH 'EM

TONIGHT
Listen to Fighting Irish Women's Basketball vs Loyola of Chicago on WHME - 103.1FM 8:00 PM
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Winners rally past Irish, 69-61

By JIM YOGI
Assistant Sports Editor

John MacLeod's nightmares continue, as his team's 35 percent shooting doomed an otherwise solid effort in a 69-61 loss to Marquette at the Joyce ACC last night.

Monty Williams and Ryan Hoover, who had 46 percent of Irish points on the season, combined for a horrendous 5-for-28 performance from the floor.

The two finished with 21 points collectively, while Jon Ross and Lamar Justice stepped up with 17 and 14, respectively. The hobbled bench chipped in just six points.

"Monty put up some quick shots and missed a couple in close," Irish coach John MacLeod said of his star forward.

"They put a lot of bodies on him and forced him around with a lot of weight. That's his feed point and he's going to get a lot of attention," MacLeod lamented.

"But Monty's got to learn to play through it when he's not hitting his shot. When he's not scoring, he has to find other ways to help the team. He can distribute the ball to the open man, hit a three or four from there," MacLeod added.

"But he will learn these things.

Notre Dame sizzled to an 11-0 lead to start out the game, thanks to four Warrior turnovers. At the 17:08 mark, Lamar Justice stole the ball from Marquette guard Jeff Logterman, burned the clock for a layup, got backed off by Logterman and converted the free throw.

But the Warriors crept back, erasing a 32-26 halftime deficit in just two minutes when forward Roney Eford hit a three-pointer and pushed them 35-34, to the doughnut point.

"When we came back we had just five or six minutes left to go," MacLeod said.
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